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Dear Customer,

thank you very much for purchasing this High-End and High-Power Brushless-Motor-System.
This System offers biggest power for Aerobatic-Airplanes up to 12kg take-off-weight.

Please follow strictly this Connection-Guide by using only certified equipment.

1. Step:

Take the MASTER 90-O-Acro-TWIN ESC out 
of the boxes and find two different labeled ESCs.
One is labeled as „MASTER-ESC, the other as 
„SLAVE-ESC“.
It is very important to use only these special 
marked ESCs. These ESCs are synchronized 
together and also with the motors to offer the best 
startup and smoothest running in partthrottle as 
well as in full power. These up-to-date sensorless 
systems offer a sysnchronized motorrunning by 
using special routines.

Only marked and signed ESCs are certificated!

2. Step:

Connect the marked wires on the motorside of 
the ESC as shown on the lable on the backside of 
the C50-TWIN. Please doublecheck this connec-
tions very carefully. Any other connection will 
destroy motor and ESC!
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3. Step:

You must connect the Receiver-Leads with an V-Adapter together and plug in into your receiver.

4. Step:

Battery-Packs: There are two ways to go.

1. You can have a seperate Battery-Pack for each ESC.

2. You can connect the battery-packs as well as the ESCs parallel to have the same voltage on both systems.

We prefer the second way to have the same power-consumption on both systems.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact us!

Many happy landings!

Hacker Motor GmbH

This C50-TWIN-Motor did a testrun with the attached ESCs and APC-Prop 27x13 E.
We used two 10S-packs of ThunderPower TP6000-3P ProLite parallel connected.
The current on each system is nearly 60A (120A complete) on full throttle with offers you nearly 4000 
Watts!
Both ESCs are ready programmed to use. 
We programmed 10S-LiPo with a slow down on 3,0V per cell.
You can change this by using the progbox which is also delivered with the system.
Please do not activate the break or change setting on the Timing, Switching Frequency and Rotation.

To run the system, you have to connect the battery-Packs first, than switch on your Transmitter and receiver!
You will hear a „Double-Beep“ from both motors. Now you are ready to fly!
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